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Abstract. In this paper we are concerned with the development of an observational research approach to gain insights into the performance of Business Process Modelling Methods (BPMMs) in practice. In developing this observational
approach, we have adopted an interpretive research approach. More specifically, this involved the design of a questionnaire to conduct semi-structured interviews to collect qualitative research data about the performance of BPMMs.
Since a BPMM is a designed artefact, we also investigated Design Science Research literature to identify criteria to appreciate the performance of BPMMs in
practice. As a result, the questionnaire that was used to guide the interview is
based on a subset of criteria of progress for information systems theories, while
the observational research approach we adopted involves the collection of
qualitative data from multiple stakeholder types. As a next step, the resulting
questionnaire was used to evaluate the performance an actual BPMM in practical use; the DEMO method. Though the analysis of the collected qualitative data of the DEMO case has not been fully performed yet, we already foresee that
part of the information we collected provides new insights compared to existing
studies about DEMO, as is the fact that a variety of types of stakeholders have
been approached to observe the use of DEMO.
Key words: enterprise modelling in practice; information systems method
evaluation criteria; qualitative research approach
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Introduction

In this paper we are concerned with the development of an observational research
approach to obtain more insights into the actual performance of Business Process
Modelling Methods (BPMM) in practice. Our initial research goal was to gain more
insight into the performance of the DEMO (Design and Engineering Methodology for
Organisations) method, which is a specific BPMM that is employed by enterprise
architects to design concise models of organizations processes. Indeed, we knew that
several projects had been performed with DEMO [1–12]. For some of these projects,
the application of DEMO seems to be very promising, e.g. DEMO helped to “construct and analyse more models in a shorter period of time” (p.10)[2]. Therefore, we
were curious about the performance of DEMO in practice. In addition, we had access
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to practitioners who have used DEMO in their projects, and who would agree to have
these projects investigated by researchers.
However, rather than limiting ourselves to DEMO only, we decided to generalize
our effort to BPMMs in general. In other words, rather than developing an observational approach to only observe the performance of DEMO in practice, we decided to
develop an approach to observe the practical performance of BPMMs in general (still
using DEMO as a specific case). Having insights about a BPMM in practice is valuable because it is easier to select, promote, improve or even better use a BPMM when
knowing what can be expected when using it in practice. In doing so, we were also
inspired by Winter (p.471)[13]: “Not every artefact construction, however, is design
research. ‘Research’ implies that problem solutions should be generic to some extent,
i.e., applicable to a set of problem situations”, where in our case the constructed artefact is the observation approach for the performance of BPMM in practice.
In developing the observation approach, we chose the interpretive research approach as a starting point, where qualitative research data pertaining to the use and
performance of the specific BPMM, will be collected with semi-structured interviews.
The original contribution of this paper is the way in which we defined the themes and
questions of these interviews: we selected a subset of criteria of progress for information systems theories proposed by Aier and Fischer [14]. We then performed the
interviews to investigate the use of DEMO in practice in several projects and contexts
by several types of stakeholders acquainted with DEMO. Although the analysis of the
data has not been completely performed, we nevertheless already present some first
insights about DEMO in practice.
The paper is structured as follows: in the introduction we defined the problem to be
addressed. Section 2 introduces definitions and positions DEMO as a specific BPMM
in these definitions. In section 3, we reviewed the literature about the evaluation of
DEMO in practice. Section 4 is the core of the paper: it presents the proposed research approach for getting insights about a BPMM in practice. Section 5 deals about
the validity of this proposed observation approach by applying it to the use of DEMO
in practice as a case study. A few first insights we gained about the use of DEMO in
practice, based on the conducted interviews, are briefly presented in section 6. We
then underline some limitations of our work and conclude in section 7.
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DEMO as a method

Method. Unlike process definitions, method definitions often refer to a modelling
language and to “underlying concepts” [16], “hidden assumptions” [17] or “way of
thinking” [18]. In the information technology domain, March and Smith define a
method as “a set of steps (…) used to perform a task.” [19]. The definition proposed
by Rescher [20] and adopted by Moody [21] is more general: as methods define
“ways of doing things, methods are a type of human knowledge (the “knowledge
how”). Mettler and Rohner (p.2)[16] bring a prescriptive flavour and an ideal goal to
method definition: “methods (…) focus on the specification of activities to reach the
ideal solution (how)”. They distinguish methods “key activities” (that aim to reach a
business goal) from their “underlying concepts” (that is “the conceptual view on the
world that underlies the performance of the activities”) [16]. This distinction seems to
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be consistent with the view of Seligman et al. [18] on information systems methodologies, that they characterise with “5 ways”:
─ the “way of thinking”, defined as “hidden assumptions” that are “used to look at
organisations and information systems” [17, 18],
─ the “way of working” (how to do things),
─ the “way of controlling” (how to manage things),
─ the “way of modelling”, which they define as the “network of [the method’s] models, i.e. the models, their interrelationships and, if present, a detailed description of
the model components and the formal rules to check them”,
─ the “way of supporting”, which is about the tools supporting the method.
In the current paper, we want to have an insight about methods that are used as
BPMMs in practice. The method definitions above are a way for the researcher to
establish a set of themes to interview stakeholders about without forgetting aspects of
methods that are recurrent in the literature.
Method and modelling language. When modelling languages are mentioned in the
methods definitions above, they are presented as being part of methods: March and
Smith explain that “although they may not be explicitly articulated, representations of
tasks and results are intrinsic to methods.” (p.257)[19]. For Seligman et al. [18], the
way of modelling is one of the features of a method, as is the “way of working”.
DEMO, language or method? Primarily, an artefact!
Whereas authors argue that DEMO is a modelling language [22], almost all other
recent publications about DEMO usually consider it as a method [23, 24]. Winter et
al. argue that a method and recommendations concerning the representation of a model can be seen as aspects of an artefact, and then propose the following artefact definition: “A generic artefact consists of language aspects (construct), aspects referring to
result recommendations (model), and aspects referring to activity recommendations
(method) as well as instantiations thereof (instantiation).” (p.12)[25].

3

Literature review on the evaluation of DEMO in practice

This literature review aims at investigating whether DEMO has been evaluated in
practice and how. Many papers [1–12] deal with case studies in which DEMO has
been used to design situational DEMO based methods or to propose ontologies. Besides, qualities of DEMO models have been studied in several evaluations [22, 26].
We found two papers dealing with a partial evaluation of DEMO in practice across
several cases. The first one [27] studies the adoption of DEMO by DEMO professionals in practice, in order to improve this adoption (Table 1). This study is restricted to
the adoption of DEMO in practice so the use of DEMO in practice is not the core of
the study [27]. The second one [11] investigates DEMO as a means of reflecting upon
the Language/Action perspective (LAP) (Table 2). The DEMO related part of this
paper aims at finding out how the actual application of DEMO differs from its intended application. Besides, only DEMO professionals were asked to answer the survey
so the study only reflects why DEMO certified practitioners adopted (or not) DEMO,
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it provides less insights about people aware of the existence of DEMO who are not
DEMO professionals. Dumay et al. focused on how the professional application of
DEMO differs from its intended application so only practitioners have been involved
in their study [11].
Table 1. Khavas, 2010 [24] - Master thesis: the adoption of DEMO in practice
Source
Subject
Motivation
Research
questions
Sample
Approach

Khavas, 2010 [24] - Master thesis
The adoption of DEMO in practice
Ensure the adoption of DEMO in practical fields. This problem has
been introduced in [24].
1 What is the adoption rate of DEMO among DEMO Professionals in
practice?
2 What are the factors that can influence the decision of a DEMO Professional to adopt or ignore DEMO? (p.2)
DEMO professionals [24]
─ White-box approach: to define questions, DEMO is first thoroughly
studied through a literature review. Then two surveys have been
performed.
─ A researcher who understands DEMO asks people who master
DEMO about adoption matters.

Methods

Based on literature review about what DEMO is and how it works on
the one hand and about method adoption on the other hand, Khavas
elaborated first a quantitative survey and later a qualitative analysis
based on semi-structured interviews.

Results

─ Identification of several levels of adoption in an organization: individual, project, unit or organization
─ Identification of factors that influence adoption
─ Recommendations to DEMO professionals to ease the adoption or
DEMO

Table 2. Dumay et al., 2005, [11] – Professional versus intended application of DEMO
Source
Subject
Motivation

Research
questions

Sample
Approach

Dumay et al., 2005, [11] - Conference Proceedings
Subject of the DEMO evaluation included in the paper: find out how the
professional application of DEMO differs from its intended application.
“Devise several recommendations on how the Language/Action Perspective (LAP) can improve its footprint in the community of Information Systems Development practice.” (p.78) LAP is an approach for
the design of Information Systems.
1. What is the relationship between DEMO theory and its intended
application?
2. How does the professional application of DEMO differ from its intended application?
3. Can LAP unify the apparent incompatible social and technical perspectives present in Information Systems Development practice?
(p.78)
DEMO practitioners
DEMO evaluation by practitioners is a means of evaluating in practice
the LAP. The idea is to study DEMO theory, then identify the proposed
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applications of DEMO; study DEMO applications by practitioners; establish the relationship between DEMO theory and practice; compare
LAP theory and DEMO theory to draw conclusions about LAP thanks to
DEMO analysis.
Methods

─ To study DEMO theory: the framework proposed by Mingers and
Brockles [28] to analyse methodologies has been used.
─ To study DEMO in practice: a survey has been sent by email to
practitioners about DEMO application contexts (domain, duration,
projects). Then a 4-hour workshop has been organised with the 19
practitioners amongst the survey respondents willing and able to
attend. The subject of the workshop was DEMO areas of application.

Results

The DEMO in practice evaluation part of this study “answers the question how the professional application of DEMO differs from its intended
application.” (p.80)

To the best of our knowledge, no study has been performed with the aim of giving
a holistic view on the use of DEMO in practice both by approaching a variety of
themes and a diversity of stakeholder’s profiles. The subject or the current paper is to
define an observational approach to do so.

4
4.1

Observational approach for BPMMs performance in practice
Observational approach overview: an interpretive approach

This section discusses the set up of the observational research approach that is to be
used to gain insights about the performance of a BPMM in practice. These insights
are provided by exploring stakeholders’ views about the use of a BPMM in practice.
For this exploratory purpose, we adopted a qualitative research approach, because it is
aimed at understanding phenomena and provides modes and methods for analysing
text [29]. Qualitative research can be positivist, interpretive, or critical [29]. We
adopted an interpretive approach because it allows to produce “an understanding of
the context of the information system, and the process whereby the information system
influences and is influenced by the context” [30](p.4-5). “Interpretive methods of
research adopt the position that our knowledge of reality is a social construction by
human actors” [31]. We found it suitable for exploring the use of a method, because a
method is an artefact that is designed, performed and evaluated by human people.
To collect these qualitative data, we selected the semi-structured interview technique. Qualitative interviews are one of “the most important data gathering tools in
qualitative research” (p.2)[32]. The reason is that it is “permitting us to see that
which is not ordinarily on view and examine that which is looked at but seldom seen”
(p.vii)[33]. We created a questionnaire to be used as a guideline by the interviewer
during the interviews to discover what can be expected from DEMO in practice.
Whether being a method or a language, DEMO is a designed artefact; so are
BPMMs. We considered that to gain insights about what can be expected from a designed artefact, we could use artefacts evaluation criteria. We selected those criteria
by reasoning on criteria of progress for information systems theories proposed by
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Aier and Fischer [14]. We based the questions of the questionnaire on the artefacts
evaluation criteria we selected, and then gathered these questions in themes to ease
the interviewing process. We then obtained an interview questionnaire about IS (Information Systems) DS (Design Science) artefact evaluation, to which we added a
few complementary questions that are specific to DEMO.
The scope of the current paper does not involve the mode of analysis of the collected data; it is concerned with the identification of the observational approach for
gaining insights about a BPMM in practice and with the first insights about DEMO
provided by the interviews that have been performed.
4.2

Interview guideline setup

Identification of the interview themes
The themes of the questionnaire used as an interview guideline have been identified according to the goal of the questionnaire: gain insights about DEMO in practice.
Themes have been identified from the design science literature regarding artefact and
method evaluation, so that the core of the questionnaire might be used as a guideline
for any IS method evaluation; from literature about DEMO, regarding stakeholders
feed-back about DEMO; during a brainstorming with fellow researchers to complete
the above points.
In 2010, Aier and Fischer proposed a set of Criteria of Progress for Information
Systems Design Theories [14]. We call this set of criteria CriProISDT1. Aier and
Fischer based their reflection, amongst other elements, on “evaluation criteria for IS
DSR artefacts” (“IS DSR” stands for “Information Systems Design Science Research”) and reviewed the literature about that. In particular, they used March and
Smith [19] set of criteria for IS DSR artefacts evaluation2. Then, Aier and Fischer
focused on IS DSR artefacts evaluation criteria that they considered as being independent of any particular artefact type (method, model, construct, instantiation),
which is interesting for our purpose. They established a table of comparison of the
evaluation criteria for IS DSR artefacts by March and Smith with CriProISDT. Adopting Aier and Fischer’s position that “evaluation criteria for IS DSR artefacts should be
strongly related to those for IS design theories”[14], we choose to use this comparison
the other way round: we selected amongst CriProISDT the criteria that we thought
may be applicable to artefacts (called “CriProISDT subset”), and we then used the
“comparison table” to retrieve the “matching” IS DSR artefacts evaluation criteria. By
doing that we obtained a set of artefact evaluation criteria (called AEC) that are: generic to all types of artefact evaluation; based on a recent literature review; in line
with one of the most well-known set of criteria for IS DSR artefacts evaluation

1

2

Aier and Fischer CriProISDT: Utility, Internal Consistency, External consistency, Broad
purpose and scope, Simplicity, Fruitfulness of further research [14].
March and Smith set of criteria for IS DSR artefacts evaluation: Completeness, Ease of use,
Effectiveness, Efficiency, Elegance, Fidelity with real world phenomena, Generality, Impact
on the environment and on the artefacts’ users, Internal consistency, Level of detail, Operationality, Robustness, Simplicity, Understandability [19].
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(March and Smith’s) although refining it. Criteria we selected to be included in
CriProISDT subset are: Utility, External consistency, Broad purpose and scope.
Utility (usefulness).
The reason for selecting utility is that DSR literature emphasizes that DSR products “are assessed against criteria of value or utility” (p.253)[19]. Aier and Fischer
define “utility” in (p.158)[14] and “usefulness” in [34] as “the artefact’s ability to
fulfil its purpose if the purpose itself is useful. The purpose of an artefact is only useful if it is relevant for business.” Following the comparison table, “matching” IS DSR
artefacts evaluation criteria are: ease of use, effectiveness, efficiency, impact on the
environment and on the artefacts’ users and operationality. We call this list the “utility
list”.
External consistency, Broad purpose and scope.
Many authors underline the interdependence between a DSR artefact and its performance environment; that evaluation criteria and results are environment dependent.
[14, 19, 35, 36]. So we selected the criteria of “external consistency” (“fidelity with
real world phenomena” [19]) and “broad purpose and scope” because they are related
to the performance environment of an artefact. Following the comparison table,
“matching” IS DSR artefacts evaluation criteria are: fidelity with real world phenomena, generality. We call this list the “context list”. We remove from this list the “robustness” criteria, which is mainly aimed at algorithmic artefact evaluation.
IS DSR artefact evaluation criteria we used.
By aggregating the “utility list” and the “context list”, we obtain a list of IS DSR
artefact evaluation criteria, with the definitions adopted or proposed by Aier and
Fischer in [14] when they can be applied to artefacts: ease of use, effectiveness, efficiency, impact on the environment and on the artefacts’ users, operationality, fidelity
with real world phenomena (external consistency), generality.
This list actually extends the list of criteria for methods evaluation proposed by
March and Smith: ease of use, efficiency, operationality, generality [19]. We can see
that because of the systematic way of collecting IS DSR criteria we adopted, the following criteria are not included: completeness, elegance, internal consistency, level of
detail, robustness, simplicity, understandability [19].
─ ease of use: the artefact shall be easily usable [14];
─ effectiveness: the degree to which the artefact meets its goal and achieve its desired benefit in practice [37]. So questions about the method under evaluation added value were included in the questionnaire
─ efficiency: the degree to which the modelling process utilises resources such as
time and people [19]; a quotient of output and input [14]. The notion of “Return on
Modelling effort” conveys the same idea. “If an artefact resulting from a design
theory is used very often, its efficiency might be the best criterion for measuring its
utility.” (p.149)[14]
─ impact on the environment and on the artefacts’ users: a side effect. “Side effects
can increase or decrease utility” (p.164)[14]. “A critical challenge in building an
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artefact is anticipating the potential side effects of its use, and insuring that unwanted side effects are avoided” (p.254)[19]
─ operationality : “the ability to perform the intended task or the ability of humans to
effectively use the method if it is not algorithmic” [14, 19]
─ fidelity with real world phenomena (external consistency): Questions about to what
extent the constructs of the method under evaluation reflect business concepts that
stakeholders have an interest to model with BPMMs.
─ generality: the same as “broad purpose and scope” (p.164)[14]. Questions about
the possibility to tailor a BPMM to specific business context are included in the
questionnaire. Besides, as DSR artefacts address classes of problems [35, 38],
questions about the “kind” of problems for which it is interesting to use the method
under evaluation are included in the questionnaire.
Themes of the interview guideline.
For the fluidity of the interview, the questions have been gathered in themes C to
G). Themes A and B complement these themes.
─ A- Interview situation - Location, date, duration, language of the interview
─ B- Interview context - Actual context of use of DEMO in a particular project, also
allows to determine how much the person remembers about the project
─ C- Typical context of use of the Method: recommendations, factors of influence
─ D- Use of the Method in practice
─ E- Organisation fit: Necessary skills to apply the Method and satisfaction about the
Method
─ F- Method chunks identification
─ G- Method construction (only for the designer stakeholder type)
Stakeholder types.
Stakeholders are part of the “impact on the environment and on the artefacts’ users” criteria. Because different stakeholders have different purposes and because
utility definition is related to a purpose, we defined several stakeholders types [38].
“The utility of an artefact is multi-dimensional: one dimension for each stakeholder
type” (p.10)[39]. Stakeholder types we a priori thought of were related to their role
regarding the method under evaluation (here, DEMO):
─ Designers: they took part in the creation or evolution of DEMO,
─ Sponsor: owner of the engineering effort, this stakeholder pays or is financially
responsible for the project in which DEMO has been applied,
─ Manager of the engineering effort: project manager for example,
─ Modeller: this stakeholder created DEMO models,
─ Final beneficiaries: they benefit from the use of the method.
Themes are common to all stakeholder types except the designers: a theme (G)
dedicated only to the latter ones has been included in the questionnaire.
In themes A and B, many questions are about the stakeholders, so that new stakeholder types may emerge from the analysis of the interviews. Indeed, the semistructured interview technique provides a guidance to help collect data on themes the
researcher is interested in, but the kind and scope of answers are not predefined. Ac-
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tually, surprising answers are an asset provided they relate to the goal of the study:
they may enable the researcher to reconsider themes, sampling, questions and research approach.
With regard to the question if DEMO is considered as a language or a method.
As our goal is to have an insight about DEMO in practice, we asked the interviewees what they would call DEMO and whether they would consider it as being prescriptive or descriptive. Besides, we ensured that interviews were not exclusively
“method oriented” by selecting evaluation criteria that are common to all types of
designed artefacts. Winter et al. argue that a method and a model can be seen as aspects of an artefact (p.12) [25]. This is especially convenient in the case of asking
questions about DEMO. For this reason and because of the double definition of
DEMO, we added questions that are specifically related to methods as defined in
Section 2, and to languages as being part of methods.
Overview of the questionnaire structure
Each set of questions is related to a stakeholder type, a theme, and is aimed at collecting data exclusively either about stakeholders’ intentions or stakeholders’ experience. The purpose of this is to collect stakeholders’ a priori views when intending to
do something (“What were your original intentions/expectations when you…?”) and a
posteriori views when they had experienced this something (“What is your experience
about …?”)3. The resulting questionnaire structure is depicted in Table 3.
Questions are actually often similar between stakeholder types: such a structure to
design a questionnaire is only a tool for the researcher to think of many types of questions related to the goal of the study. Themes A and B are about the knowledge of the
context and about the stakeholders.
Table 3. Structure of the questionnaire used as a semi-structured interview guideline

3

Themes

Designer

Sponsor

…

A

Questions

Questions

Questions

B

Questions

Questions

Questions

C

Intention and experience
questions

Intention and experience questions

Intention and experience questions

D

Intention and experience
questions

Intention and experience questions

Intention and experience questions

…

Intention and experience
questions

Intention and experience questions

Intention and experience questions

“Theories seek to predict or explain phenomena that occur with respect to the artefact's use
(intention to use), perceived usefulness, and impact on individuals and organizations (net
benefits) depending on system, service, and information quality (DeLone and McLean 1992;
Seddon 1997; DeLone and McLean 2003)”, cited by Hervner et al. (p.77)[35]
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5

Reflections about the proposed research approach validity

The themes of the questionnaire used as a guideline in the semi-structured interview
technique influence the answers that are given by the respondents. So, we found it
necessary to justify our position for referring to design science literature to define a
set of criteria to evaluate a method. These criteria will be used to gain insights on a
method in the current study, not to evaluate it.
Information Systems literature.
As BPMMs may not be information technology related, the question arises as to
whether information systems literature is relevant to study them [13]. In this paper we
assume that as BPMMs are often implemented in the context of IS projects, IS literature is relevant to reflect upon BPMMs.
Information Systems Design Sciences literature.
BPMMs evaluation can be considered as a wicked problem, because it has a critical dependence upon human cognitive and social abilities to produce effective solutions (evaluation depends both on the performance of the method under evaluation
and of the evaluation process itself on the other hand) and because it is strongly context dependent [35]. Such wicked problems can be addressed by the iterative nature of
design science research [35].
Besides, the design science pa explores the art of building and evaluating artefacts
and especially information systems related artefacts with a strong importance given to
the behavioural aspects [35]. Is DS, evaluation of an artefact is performed against the
criteria of utility, which is a practical perspective. So we can then investigate the
design science literature with benefits for approaching the question of how to gain
insights about BPMMs in practice. In short, evaluating BPMMs in practice is a practical problem, as such it can be approached with DS literature [40].
Design Science literature, Design Science Research literature or both?
Winter makes the following difference between IS design research and IS design
science: “While design research is aimed at creating solutions to specific classes of
relevant problems by using a rigorous construction and evaluation process, design
science reflects the design research process and aims at creating standards for its
rigour” (p.471)[13]. With this definition, we may rather investigate more DS research
literature than DS literature. But on the one hand DSR literature and DS literature are
not always “self-labelled” this way and on the other hand reflections and criteria of
progress that are applicable to DS can sometimes be related to those of DSR [14], we
will investigated both DS literature and DSR literature.

6

Early experience report about the DEMO case study

This section exposes how we started to implement the proposed research approach,
and some of the preliminary insights we gained about DEMO in practice. The data
analysis is still to be performed.
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6.1

Data collection

Based on the questionnaire used as a guideline [32], for our semi-structured interviews we collected 13 interviews. Multiple stakeholder types were represented. Interviews took place in interviewee’s offices except one, which was performed with
Skype. Each interviewee was interviewed individually by two researchers: one interviewer to ask the questions and one “shadow” interviewer to complete questions and
take notes. Interviewees agreed to be interviewed and that the interviews were recorded. Only one interviewee asked us not to disclose his name. Immediately after each
interview, the interviewer and the “shadow” wrote down notes about the interview
that involved what had been said or interviewee’s reaction to some specific subject for
example. In order to capture the actual experience of the individuals in practice with
DEMO, interviewers tried to avoid “leading the witness” by: following the interview
guideline, asking questions in which the answer is not included, not giving their own
opinions. They attempted to reduce their role to information collectors, influencing as
less as possible the content of the collected data and encouraging interviewees to keep
talking. One of the interviewers was a DEMO expert, the other one was a business
analyst whose knowledge about DEMO could be summarised in a few short lines.
The questionnaire used as a guideline contained about 100 questions, but as not every
question was meant at every stakeholder types, around 60 questions were asked to
each interviewee – or not, in case interviewee spontaneously provided the information
while answering another question. Average time of interviews is one hour an thirty
minutes. A total amount of twenty hours of recording have been collected.
6.2

Interview data analysis and initial insights about DEMO in practice

Interviews have been transcribed by interviewers. Scripts have been coded [41]. The
full analysis still has to be performed, so only first insights can be presented here.
DEMO is seen as a way of thinking that comes with a way of modelling. Interviewees mentioned a set of concepts helping enterprise engineer analysts to analyse
organizations and reveals what is actually going on when it is about responsibility,
authority, role, transaction. According to the interviewees, DEMO seems to be suited
for complex problems. Interviewees often mention that DEMO models were implementation independent and that to apply DEMO to produce DEMO models, abstract
thinking is required, but reading DEMO models seem to require only a few hours of
training. When interviewees were asked about DEMO return on modelling effort, they
all were very positive about it, sometimes adding “provided it is used by trained people”. Several interviewees deplore a lack of interfaces with other methods. Still, all
interviewees would use DEMO again if they would have to work in their project
again.

7

Conclusion and further work

The current paper is about setting up an observational research approach for an exploratory goal: having insights about BPMMs in practice. We adopted a qualitative
research approach with semi-structured interviews for collecting research data. To
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define the interview guideline, we relied on criteria of progress for information systems design theories.
The main criteria against which we could assess the proposed observational research approach may be the appropriateness of the insights we obtained during the
interviews against the purpose of the research effort. Still, interview guideline themes
are only a parameter to ensure this appropriateness: among other things, interviewees
sampling, interviewees background compared to interviewers background, way of
asking question, interviewers’ attitude and degree of remembrance of interviewees
regarding the case studies also influence the nature and quality of the collected data.
This paper provides an interview guideline structure that may be adapted from the
DEMO interview experience and then potentially used to get insights about other
BPMMs. Although interviews analysis has not been performed yet, we may already
say that during the interviews performance, no understanding problems between interviewers and interviewees occurred, collected information was actually related to
the themes and questions, new information appeared compared to the literature review
about DEMO. Besides, the diversity of interviewed stakeholder types allowed the
collection of various points of views, sometimes conflicting ones. All interviewees
encouraged us both to carry on in DEMO investigation effort and to contact them
again in case we would need further information.
The proposed observational research approach has some limitations, amongst
which are the following ones:
─ As we defined the list of evaluation criteria with a systematic process (gathering
two lists), we should investigate for each criterion we included or not what the implications are, then we may (certainly) integrate again some criteria.
─ Aier and Fischer explain that the set of criteria of progress they propose for information systems design theories [14] might not be complete. So, for this reason
again we should reflect upon the completeness of the criteria we proposed.
─ Criteria we proposed are generic to all types of artefacts, further reflection is required whether add aspects specific criteria (model, constructs, method, instantiation).
─ We have not reflected upon the limitations that are inherent to the interview technique to evaluate a method.
─ Whatever the research approach to get insights about an artefact, the influence of
some parameters should be discussed, namely the amount of knowledge of the interviewers and researchers have about the artefact they want to have insights on.
─ Various frameworks have been proposed to evaluate methods in IS literature, e.g.
[42]. Though, they have not been taken into account in the current paper because
our scope is about having insights about a method, so only method evaluation criteria were used for this purpose.
Some of these limitations may be addressed in future work: we plan to analyse the
interviews, this will generate insights about the application of DEMO in practice and
allow us to reflect upon the practical use of the themes and evaluation criteria that are
proposed in the current paper. According to the findings, we may adapt these criteria
and investigate in case studies BPMMs other than DEMO to have a variety of experiences with the proposed observational research approach.
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